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NEW Writers’ Group was formed in 2002, incorporated in 2004.
Most of our events are held in Parramatta. We currently meet
twice a month at UNE Sdyney, 211 Church Street, on Saturdays
3:00-5:00pm Feb – Nov (2019 Dates available January.) We share
the art and craft of writing through reader feedback workshops,
writing exercises and regular open mics. We publish two print
zines annually: ZineWest for aspiring Western Sydney Writers,
and this anthology, plus mini ezine. We liaise with Mihaela
Cristescu on her Romanian/Australian anthologies. All genre and
levels of experience welcome. Participants must be 16 or over.
Fellowship of Australian Writers (FAW) Parramatta Region,
meets on the first Saturday each month, February to November,
12.30-3.00pm, at Room A Level 2, 1 Fitzwilliam Street Parramatta,
RAFFLES building next to the library, opposite Parramatta Station.
Members enjoy all forms of writing, particularly short stories and
poetry. We aim to encourage all to develop their skills, working
together in editing and exploring ways to improve our craft.
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PETER CARTWRIGHT
A Parramatta poet who has been published locally and internationally, including in ZineWest the last five years. His themes
are mental illness, aging, and social justice issues.
Lidless Vigil
Tangled in the sheets, thrashing about
in search of elusive sleep.
Mind's an uncontrolled jet ski, bouncing
one way, then another, filled
with lousy gottas, wannas and what ifs.
I rise to a darkened home
in a benighted city. Kitchen clean
it's tv, selling almost pornographic crap
to lonely middle aged insomniacs.
Not me. Music soothes but head races.
Slowly, in the hours of light, eventually
a let go, the heavy, gentle but almost crippling
moment for blank sleep,
lasting only a listless eternal moment.

Far Too Many
It’s been far too many nights
seeing the morning with empty whisky bottles,
falling asleep to the rising of the sun.
It’s been far too many mates
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gone the way of history with a single angry word,
a salutary moment that passes at the gutter
that sticks to a slowly blackening heart
that forgives little that I’ve done and seen
and is proud of even less.
It’s been far too many secrets,
far too many memories
it seems I’m not supposed to tell
that wake me with a sullen prod
to my ribs in the black of night.
It’s been far too many lovers,
far too many haters,
far too many slathering dogs
and far too few gentle wise hearts
to keep me going in this life,
It’s been far too long a road
on which every step and pothole
is with me even still,
and far too many miles ahead,
although I see on a hill upfront
the light of the final destination.
I’ve got far too many thoughts
and far too many words
on my tongue and in my ears.
I’ve had far too many homes
so it’s like I never had a single one.
I’ve had far too many thick hot coffees,
far too many cups of whisky,
far too many cigarettes
and a few too many joints
so none of them can blunt all this now
3

and stop the voices in my head.
It’s been far too many nights
alone by the time of the cold and crackling morning.
But I haven’t seen it all quite yet
and all this stuff won’t get me down
because there’s far too many wonderful secrets
flashing from your bright green eyes
when we sit and talk and laugh and cry
that feels like a brand new life.

Parramatta CRANES #1
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J. ANNE DeSTAIC
J.Anne DeStaic is a writer living by the Georges River. She is a
Paediatrician working in the south west and is working on her novel.
Hotel Lobby
She
is older than me, sixties probably, apricot and beige dress and coat
ensemble in silk
a subtle hat in the coat fabric, attached at an angle
her hair swept up,
she wears Cuban heels, beige pantyhoseno,
stockings, a suspender.
He
is draped in white, loose pants, loose shirt, loose over-garment,
linen I think,
lacking ornament but for his long manicured hands,
but for his dark hair in a pigtail
and his pink scalp on top, soft manner in gesture and style,
Buddhist, Hindu,
some variation of each.
A woman and her prophet,
off to the races, to Ascot, a burly man with short neck, high
shoulders
and a common suit hurrying after their elegant progress.
Expecting assault, murder, scandal maybe,
bathed in money
and accented.
I wish him to be Italian. I wish her English, not raised to excess but
practiced
now in its expression. I wish him to be
5

a false prophet and her to know
and indulge anyway
for the spectacle.

The Prevailing
When you return home after a long absence
family and friends do not understand your need
to stand on a beach and stare at the water
seeking molecules of your youth
that cannot possibly still be.
Yet might.
On that beach, in a wind so fierce words lift at their edges
and grammar blows off the page, you understand
as they do not, thoughts are safe only if they are
short and sturdy, weighted down with sand bags
like road signs or this sign on the road
to Days Bay saying:
Beware: Little Blue Penguins Crossing At Night
Smelly noisy things, the locals hate them, says your mother
not understanding the need of the
newly returned to stand on
shorelines.
The locals say a lot. No bad coffee in this town. Good fish.
In the news this morning you read the bad, the child abused,
dead in print, the southerly whipping up the words,
stealing some, unsettling people, their arms
folded, hair wild and dry, bodies a little
tilted against the wind
prevailing.
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We drive up the valley to see grandfather’s house, see two
camellias
in the garden where there used to be camellias
when we were growing up. Perhaps the same,
as old as me, older, your sister says,
the house renovated now and hard
to see without climbing the
steps and knocking and
saying:
My great grandfather built this house. Did he? Yes. Can I see? No.
Across the café window, this time of day, clouds and sea move
right to left. We drink good coffee, eat good fish. Now comes the
ferry,
the Interislander. I knew their names growing upAramoana,
Aranui. The Wahine. She went down in the storm
on grandmother’s birthday, even in the rain,
a killing wind prevailing, flowers
were delivered to her door.
No one knew till later, how the storm was not the usual,
how fathers walked the railway tracks to get home,
how families ate spaghetti cooked in the fireplace,
listened to the transistor radio
while the dead number rose.
When you return, the bits that blew away might still remain,
a lace of letters, full-stops, commas, caught in leaning
trees, a battered child, a killing storm,
a ferry moving right to left. Camellias.
In this place, I lean with the prevailing.
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TIGERSPIRIT
A writer of poems, short stories, hybrid essays and soon to be an
author of books (hopefully).
Alone In the Crowd
Living alone can be a wonderful thing
The peace and quiet can make a heart sing
Tranquillity of silence can help a mind rest
And the soul's solitude can bring out one's best
But companionship is what many need
To feed the love in one tiny seed
That grows inside and warms the soul
Without that love, it leaves a hole
The homeless, elderly and infirm
And others who need carers long term...
Soon find heartbreakingly that those who care
Are more often than not, paid to be there
Professional distance is required by those
And even though friendship grows
Between the carer and their client
It is mostly due to the latter’s reliance
Professionals can’t replace true friends
On which a love starved soul depends
To grow that seed deep within
And fill that hole to the brim.
Social media can help too
And always brings friends anew
But people there can be shallow
They’ll pierce your heart like an arrow
If they decide to unfriend or block
Their sudden departure can be a shock
No warning, reason or even rhyme
No way of fixing it in time
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No clue of what you’ve done wrong
They treat you like a passing song
Some minor interest till the tune ends
Then that’s it, goodbye friends
And even those that remain close
And always say to you, kudos
Their seemingly perfect life
Cuts your solitude like a knife
They mostly show the good, not bad
Which can drive a person mad
Not in temper but insane
How are they winning in this game?
And yes we’re always happy for them
We definitely would never condemn
Their perfect lives so very blessed
But it shows our lives depressed
We question where we went wrong
We don’t really feel we belong
Happily single, but no family
No closest friends to visit or see
We rejoice for others and celebrate their lives
Brothers, sisters, husbands and wives
Yet watching others thrive forces us to compare
And reveals lonely lives filled with despair
Living alone can be a wonderful thing
The peace and quiet can make a heart sing
Tranquillity of silence can help a mind rest
And the soul's solitude can bring out one's best
In this world of people, one massive crowd
We want to scream and yell out loud
Stop messing with us with emotions gloved
All we really want is to be loved.
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CAROL AMOS
Carol has been writing periodically for over 30 years. Her signature
style is short intriguing tales with a dramatic twist. Carol has been
part of NEW Writers’ Group for fifteen years.

The Outing – 2 Points of View
I was grumpy and cold, squashed between my two younger
brothers on the back seat of the car. They were looking forward to
tobogganing. With my left leg propped up on a box, encased in
whiter than white plaster, there was no way I was getting out of the
car. Maddening.
Why did that stupid girl smash into me at the skating rink. And
now I’m dragged along for the family outing – not old enough to be
left at home on my own. I picked viciously at my gloves; this was
taking so long. A crawl. A snail would get there sooner.
Dad was frustrated with the queue winding up the hill to the
snow capped hills. ‘We should have gone the other way.’
Mother tried to cheer us up by singing Ten Green Bottles and
demanding we join in. I so hate this song. ‘There were Nine, Green,
Bottles, hanging, on the, wall …’
Dad decided to turn around to try the other way. There was
nothing coming …
‘What’s happening!’ I tried to hold onto my brothers but they
shoved me off. We were sliding towards the stone wall with a sheer
drop on the other side. My heart was hammering. My hands clawed
into the seat. I screwed my eyes up not wanting to see. The car
lurched sidewards and then the screeching scrape of metal on
stone.
Free – sliding down the hill. Eyes open now as we careered
into one car and then another before coming to a shuddering stop.
*
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The farmer trudged slowly through the snow towards the far field
to check his sheep. He slapped his arms to keep himself warm.
Pausing to catch his breath he frowned at the long line of cars
queued on the road below.
‘Blithering idiots. Plain daft to be driving in this weather if you
don’t have to.’
He noticed when a green sedan inched out of the queue. ‘Well
he’s got some sense.’
A moment later he watched in horror as the car veered
towards the stone wall. Too far to shout. Too far to run. He froze.
Mesmerised. Going through the wall and down the cliff was death
to all inside that little car.
The car lurched in time, side-swiped the wall, and then slid
down the hill collecting two other cars before coming to a
shuddering halt.
‘Some people can be lucky.’

School Talk
The butterflies in my tummy are making me feel sick. I don’t want
to talk to my class about me, or why my brother and mum have
moved here to this strange place. I have thought about lying. What
would make a good story that they’d believe?
Maybe I could say we have moved here because my father
died. Or maybe he’s in prison for doing something bad. I like that
idea. What can I say … he robbed a bank, stole a car and had a big
car chase with the police? That’s what I’ll tell them.
‘Good morning class. I’m Bill. I’m 12 years old. I live with my
mum and brother George. We live in the old house at the end of
the street with my grandparents. You know them, Mr and Mrs
Harrison. They have lived here for years. I share a room with my
11

brother. He hates that. All he wants to do is talk to his girlfriend all
the time. You know, that lovey dovey stuff. I wish I could hide his
phone.
We moved here because …’
I freeze. No-one speaks. Everyone is staring at me. Even the
teacher. My heart is thudding in my ears.
‘Keep going Bill. You are doing fine.’
I can’t do this. I stare at the floor and feel shame rush through
me. I shake my head. No. It’s not fair. My feet are moving and I rush
out the door. Down the stairs and out into the hot yard. Not safe. I
keep moving until I am behind the toilet block.
I stop still, listening. Just the wind rustling the leaves. I slide
down the toilet’s back wall until I hit the dirt.
I’m angry. Angry with my mum for dragging us here.
But mostly angry with my dad. He’s the one who left and took
everything. Left with his secretary. Ruined my life. I hate them.

Round BARANGAROO SE Crawford
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C. A. BROADRIBB
Could call herself either ‘intelligent, creative and humorous’ or ‘fat,
lazy and tired’ depending on how she felt at the time.
Eating Mango Sandwiches In Nigeria
‘You’re all as nutty as a packet of nuts!’ I shouted loudly.
‘That idea’s as fishy as fish!’ I screamed angrily.
‘It stinks like something that stinks a lot!’ I exclaimed
emphatically.
Notwithstanding that I was Professor of Linguistic Studies and
Socio-cultural Semiotic Analysis at the University of Northern
Sydney, I had regretfully discovered that appropriate nomenclature
eluded my mind on unpropitious occasions; as a consequence of
which my esteemed colleagues were inclined to regard my
utterances with trepidation, or occasionally titillation.
‘And you’re dumbe, your dumb, your dum!’ I said.
‘Calm down, Professor Düsediekerbäumer,’ my 25-year-old
inexperienced but well-read and eager graduate student Jody
whom I had hired three months ago during the summer as a parttime assistant said.
‘Let’s postpone it to discuss at the next meeting,’ Marianna
said, and Maryann, Mary-Anne, Mariene and Mary all agreed.
I strode out of the staff room, still snappish from suffering the
stupendously senseless speeches of the subversive staff.
‘Professor Düsebäumerdieker!’ Jody said. ‘The proposal may
seem preposterous, but a published professional perusal of
previous plans points to this path.’
‘Ridiculous ramblings,’ I retorted. ‘Riveting reading, but
regrettably ramshackle research and reputation-ruining
recommendations.’
I slammed my office door and sat down at my desk. I sent an
email to Marianna, Maryann, Mary-Anne, Mariene and Mary to tell
them that their proposal wouldn’t never not work ever.
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‘Why is my orthographic and terminological performance so
ineffective?’ I lamented.
‘Why am I unable to express myself coherently?’ I bemoaned.
‘Why won’t my words come out right?’ I cried.
There was a cautious knock on the door and then Jody
cautiously entered with caution. ‘Are you all right, Professor
Düsekerbaudiemer?’
‘I’m fine. What’s that book you’re reading?’ I said.
She showed me the Mills and Boon novel she carried. ‘It’s not
very good. It’s written in first person so it uses ‘I’ too much and I
won’t find out what the main character looks like unless she looks
in a mirror, which is such a cliché.’
Telegraph-pole-which-wasn’t-really-one-as-nobody-senttelegraphs-anymore-tall, generic-pole-thin Professor
Dükersdiesemäuber ran his hand through his faeces-brown hair
speckled with concrete-grey, and adjusted his panda-esque glasses.
His long forehead, sharp nose and jutting chin indicated… nothing,
as personality and intelligence were unrelated to physical
characteristics.
Jody said, ‘I like the way it’s written in present tense, though. It
feels more real, more compelling.’
Professor Diekerbäumerdüse nods sagely. He studies Jody her plain brown hair, enormous nose, crooked teeth, warty neck,
and marshmallow-like body - and contemplates how superficial
society is in judging women by their appearance and portraying
every heroine as stunningly beautiful, promoting an unrealistic ideal
that causes women to have problems with body image and selfesteem.
‘Professor Bäumerdiedüseker, aren’t we going to talk about
the proposal? We haven’t even clarified what it’s about!’ Jody says.
‘Oh, but a bit of mystery adds excitement to a story,’ he says.
This piece will be included in the Nambucca Valley Writers Group
e-anthology of the best work received in their 2018 competition
for writing that is “so bad it’s good”!
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Spatial Irony/Ironic Space
Space. There’s so much of it here that I don’t know what to do with
it. As I stand in the middle of this echoing room I feel very small and
insignificant. Who am I to impose upon this emptiness with my
installations, to try to claim this place as my own, when the
warehouse has already been here for a hundred years, and will be
around for another hundred or more after I’m gone?
Am I worthy? What does one have to do to be worthy? I survey
the pile of supplies I’ve brought in and wonder if there are ghosts
here, evaluating me and judging me. Yes, I went to art school, yes,
I’ve won a few awards, but what does it really matter in the context
of this warehouse, this city, this country, this world, this universe?
What does it all mean?
This place has had many tenants over the decades, but surely
none like me. It would have been filled with shelves once, and
crates, and forklifts, and workers in grubby uniforms swearing and
shouting at each other. Now I’ll be filling it with twisted metal
sculptures symbolising humankind’s perceptions of reality and
interactions with the environment.
Perhaps I will try to interpret my feelings about this warehouse
in metal. Perhaps I will create an installation that represents its
history. Perhaps I will create an installation that symbolises me
creating an installation about this warehouse.
Irony. And space.
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NORM FAIRBAIRN
Has written poetry for over fifty years. Published in local
anthologies. Won Best Poem in ZineWest2017.
Paddocks
Paddocks are like lives,
some with borders well-ordered,
others with posts askew
and rails fallen.
Edging near to threadbare towns,
where frost dissolves by 7am,
shutters pulled down by 5pm,
except the pub's.
Paddocks, either ivy or tan,
where the rain decides their hue
and Daleys' fifty Friesians
all in their checkerboard coats,
died where they stood,
due to his idle son,
with no pump running
or hay dispersed.
Paddocks are honeymoon suites

for the prize bull,
and maternity wards
for the cows.
Homes for crops that fail for no reason,
while prickly pear defies control,
where wombats burrow and charge like loose forwards,
luring the farmer's dog to its death.
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Paddocks appear in oil paintings
in the offices of the city brothers,
diamond-eared with tight trousers
and rainbow socks for some reason.
They are dissected by creeks,
or wire, or tracks,
some, like beloved children, others like estranged parents,
some visited regularly, some ignored.
Paddocks appear in the dreams
of those seeking the tree change,
but have no idea how to repair a pump,
a tractor or a fence.
They are like lives,
some crack with age,
some change colour, never to return,
but, short of vivisection, survive.

In The Little Town
In the little town, the lights
seem like tired Christmas ones,
scattered akin to swollen berries
used as ammo in after school wars.
At its dusty edge
the liquor store with stuttering neon,
unpainted whorehouse claiming massage,
with rear entrance only.
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Tradesmen with port wine faces
charge surgeons' fees,
strangers become intimates
and all the tourists keep driving
past its dusty edge,
near where the plane crashed in '62,
near where three crops failed,
near the reedy creek.
Where schoolgirls all of 16,
all heavy with child,
smirk at the barren wife,
knitting booties in her rocker.
In the little town,
gossip travels like Morse code,
decrypted by radar dish ears,
the fat pastor dreams of the young widow,
on his knees in the vestry,
prior to giving absolution
to the shoplifter,
who kisses the offending hand in gratitude.
Three generations of one family
man the grocery store,
while children mostly gone,
for brighter lights and twenty minute showers,
leaving parents to shrink away,
in the little town,
where local tales become legend,
to be debunked online 60 years on.
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Faded shop fronts now illegible,
wives become mothers, become grandmothers, become widows,
all in the same chairs,
all drinking the same tea.
In the little town,
the spear point is life,
just 5 minutes from the dusty edge,
20 feet down in the reedy creek.
Drunk from unseasonal rain,
the amber harvest
sways like a drunken football team
celebrating its first premiership.
The dairyman scrapes his boots
on the worn-smooth step,
at the doorway of the pre-war house,
among empty rooms where sad drapes hang.
Listens for the sounds of
the swallows flown the nest,
swears he hears the sons' keyboard somewhere,
the foreign scent of the milk-fed daughter.
In the little town,
year on in the faces lengthen,
the winters grow cold like Mrs Adams just dead,
with sad drapes wide open, lest the night close in forever.
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DANNY DRAPER
Has been writing poetry since young about the earth, nature and
science, relationships, human rights and politics from a secular
humanist view.
Around The Brazier
The winter brazier glowed as a prison ablaze,
Jubilant flames licked the ether
Exhausted flecks to escape velocity
Extinguished in sterile night,
Talk like asphalt spread Vegemite
Flowed with warm viscosity
From pan politics disappointment,
Despair of hatred based male religions
Told as love in pursuit of absolute control
Dismissive of and despising women, to
Heartfelt desire for universal secular love and unity
By single malt and premixed drinks,
Loyal stout darker than naive night
Fellowship beyond proclivities
Cathedral of stars in sacred cavern
Cold and true, flesh cleaved from trust
Till consciousness called away
Takes fireside prophets
Unto the covenant of empty stillness
By cold dew on cars awaiting resurrection
Old pristine truths retold genuine
Failing faith postponed, cooked rare,
Misanthropic universe reset to rights
Urinations beyond penumbral oculus
Regular re-admission to temple’s hope
Preferred insightful resolutions
Beyond powerless majesty to
20

Missed dawn of dehydrated reckoning
Passions embers diminished and frozen,
Venerable temporal wisdom,
In seasoned Eucalyptus ash.

Little Strings
Little strings
Of nearly imperceptible strands
Joined to almost everything
Known and near named threads
Spun from voices, deeds and years,
Hyphal cords to country, mantle,
Moments, faces, tethered time
Cherished memories kin and friends,
Both mundane or excelsior,
Pull and knot, unravelled skeins,
Little graces, tattered holes worn through,
Remaining tenuous bands, retold anew
And raw faux-pas traces learned shame
Pluck reverberating strings time and again
Moderating hubris by chagrin,
Silky shimmering points of joy
Locks of memories succour days
Disconnected or irrevocably frayed,
Spinnerets of subcelestial plight
Long worn out days and expired nights
Fibres to far flung folk and kith
Here or gone, recalled in
Rooms as cold as sea bleached shells
Embedded in most private thoughts
To mind in seconds, stings recall
Loved ones, acquaintances one and all,
Little strings of known and near named things
21

Mostly imperceptible threads
Spun from names and years to
Vacant souls long overgrown by
Strangling tendrils empty fist
Gathering fibre for unworn sheets
Weaves deniers reverie,
Unaware that always neat
Enmeshed by interconnectedness
Oblivious, unseen, replete, are
Things alone enjoined,
Strung perfectly incomplete.

Parramatta CRANES #2
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ROBERT DUNN
Robert Dunn is a tall writer who writes short pieces.
The Connected World
A
I feel like there’s this huge gulf between us
B
Really, is it that bad?
A
Yes!
We don't talk anymore
We lead separate lives
Me over here and you over there
It’s like a parallel conversation
B
Well, I’m doing my best
There’s so much going on with work and everything
I’m just trying to keep up
A
But I’m not feeling it
We’re losing the connection we used to have
That sense of
A
Aww, such a cute little kitty cat
You should see it!
A
That sense of intimacy
You know what I mean?
B
What?
Ok
A
Half the time you’re not even listening
23

B
I am
There’s simply too much to do
Sometimes I wish I could just switch off
Know what I mean?
B
Can you pass me the remote?
A
Sure
There you go
B
Thanks

Shine On
See it there
Burning brightly
In the eyes of a child
When the wind beats against the door
And howls for more
Shine on
Through wild and windy waters
Like a star in the night
Shine on
Although you nearly falter
You can make it this time
See it there
Burning brightly
In the eyes of the old
With darkness knocking at their door
When they hear the call
24

Shine on
Although the seas are growing
Like a beacon tonight
Shine on
For those who make the journey
Keep on winning the fight
Shine on
Through the trials of life
Come one and shine your light
Ice wind
Can cut like a knife
But you will make it tonight
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VICTORIA CARTWRIGHT
An American writer living in Parramatta with her husband Peter
and a crew of four cats
Longing
Longing for the soft season
of Spring, a sweeter clime
of whisking clouds and flowing breeze.
To feel the growing warmth
and let the doors stand open
at night once again.
For now, the shivers remain
only to be banished in that
bed, welcomed in heat.
Holding onto patience
for the coming three weeks
last of winter.
Puget Sound Winter
Wind whisks water to a snowy froth
as I watch from the cliffs ringing the
area.
Hair is rumpled by the breeze's
teasing fingers as I close my eyes.
My glasses now dotted with a
a sudden sprinkle of rain sweeping
26

in from the south.
Trees shiver as each are pelted by
wind and water.
Leaves leave their sheltered places and curve
a golden and orange dance around me.
The slow and gentle waltz spiral and sink finally
to the ground in a daring curtsy.
Breathing slowly, I take in the chill
and damp. Shivers emerge to cool
my heart as I shift slowly on
the cliffs.
Alone, I watch the storm grow
in strength until I am battered.
I escape inside the warm cabin
and find solace in the heat of
your eyes.
You welcome me home with a tender
embrace and soft speech to ease
the damp and chill from me.
Fire is laid and lit as we settle
nearby. You soothe my weary
frame with lingering hands and
glances that warm my aching heart.
I wake suddenly to find myself alone...
Was it all a dream?
It felt so real...
27

ERIC ESBER
Likes to be very specific in a poem, basing each piece on a main
subject.
Visions
When I wake up
every morning
as I shave
looking in the mirror
I would see
5 minutes
what will happen
the rest of the day.
One morning
at the bus stop
to work
a woman fainted.
Another one,
lunch at the Café
a loud violent argument
the police were called.
I could avoid things
one time
I got stuck in an elevator
so I walked the stairs instead.
Things still can go wrong
the trains were late
the Boss made me stay
28

3 hours longer at the office.
The Lotto numbers
that night
on the TV
I keep wishing for those visions.

Philosophy
Philosophy
Is love
A mental thought
What we believe
A perception of truth
Feelings that piece together
Game plans
In sport
Morally right
Morally wrong
Cultures
Around the world
Starts on paper
Ends in the mind.
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CECILIE McCARRON
Since retiring Cecilie has been able to allocate more time to writing
short stories and poetry; maybe a novel is lurking there somewhere.
An Impetuous Decision
The rising sun came streaming through my bedroom window,
indicating a beautiful summer’s day was in store.
I lay there on my bed listening to the minor birds’ and
magpies’ welcoming songs. What to do, I asked myself, what could
I do today?
Being such a beautiful day I decided I would go for a drive. I
love driving, watching the countryside change from bush to fields
and then to mountains, but today I decided to head towards the
south coast and the beaches.
Once out of the city, I headed down the mountains and along
the flats of the seaboard. The smell of the sea breeze was
intoxicating. I stopped for lunch at a small hamlet, Sam’s Hamlet. I
parked the car and wandered down the main street admiring the
local shops and the beach. The beach was very small, shaped like a
horseshoe and very protected by the surrounding hillsides at either
end.
I sat enjoying the warm sunshine outside a coffee shop,
surveying my surrounds and watching the locals going about their
daily routines. It was very quiet and relaxing.
After leaving the café, I went for a walk along the promenade,
and then along the beach. The water was pristine, with gentle
waves lapping the shoreline. People were surfing, whilst others
were walking their dogs.
I looked up at the hillsides and decided on a whim that I would
drive up in that general direction. Twenty minutes later when I was
three quarters of the way up the southernmost hillside, I parked the
car and went for a walk. One street and then another, as I
transversed the hillside. I noticed a “for sale” sign and went to
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investigate. The small white weatherboard cottage, with its wooden
framed veranda all around, looked deserted. Wandering down the
side garden path I was led through an arbour covered in an
overgrown and half dead climbing rose. The back yard was fairly
shallow as it reached back to the mountainside. I continued around
the other side of the house and on to the front veranda. What a
view, what an outlook.
The little hamlet was sparkling in the sunshine way down
below. I could not believe I had climbed so high. This little cottage,
probably a two bedder, no doubt had originally been a weekender.
I turned and peered through the dusty windows. Obviously the
lounge room was the room nearest the front door and the other
windows to the left of the door, I guess would be the bedrooms. So
different to the bush view from my bedroom window. Inside looked
as though it had not been disturbed for some time. I fell in love with
this little cottage there and then. I stayed looking and investigating
as much as I could for over an hour. I decided to phone the agent
and hoped the office would be open and not closed for lunch. The
phone rang, and rang. ‘Please answer,’ I said to myself, ‘please
answer,’ and then, ‘Hello, Peter speaking, can I help you?’ Peter
said he would meet me at the house within fifteen minutes.
The house was in good condition considering it had not been
occupied for twelve months or so. The view, what a magnificent
view, even from inside the house. The bedrooms looked east and
would have excellent views of sunrises. My camera would get
plenty of exercise, especially mornings when clouds were dispersing
on the horizon. The little cottage would be relatively protected by
the hillsides from the westerly winds in winter, and the severe
southerly storms in summer. What else could I ask for?
I made an offer. Within twenty minutes we had done a deal.
On my return journey back home I wondered what my life would be
like living in such a small and selective hamlet. I had no doubt I had
made a good judgement call.
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Six months later my decision was proven to be most gratifying.
My dog thoroughly enjoyed strolling along the beach and I
appreciated the opportunity of surfing more often. I found the
community to be very friendly and accepting. An impetuous
decision with no regrets.
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LISEL HERRMANN
Has written short pieces of prose and poetry for many years.
The Party
It was to be a midsummer garden party, the party of the year. It
could be a kind of all-round party, with dad’s birthday, the
successful passing of exams, and a family barbecue with invited
guests, all rolled into one.
‘A midsummer night’s dream!’ one of the girls sighed; ‘lanterns
hanging between the trees and candles and garden torches
wherever possible.’
We discussed at length all the details; we made plans and
discarded them again. We sent out invitations to our friends and
those of our children. Our wide veranda would serve as dance floor
later in the evening; dad and the boys hung up the lanterns on the
day, and carried tables and chairs out into the garden.
As we could expect our guests to visit the various animals
which shared our farm, there too a thorough cleaning of all
enclosures was in order. The cows were brushed till their coats
shone, the goat shed received armfuls of fresh, aromatic hay, the
kennel with dog and six week old pups was given an overhaul, and
the different pens for ducks, geese and hens were swept clean.
Mother and grandmother were busy in the kitchen all day. A
cold buffet to start with had been planned, and later in the evening
a barbecue and hot food would follow. Dad was in charge of the
barbecue. Armfuls of wood were already stacked in the wood box
by the barbecue, and we had collected a whole carton of kindling.
Everything was set and ready.
A cool breeze was blowing, after the heat of the day it was
very welcome and the cold buffet was a success. A constant stream
of curious guests drifted from the paddock behind the house where
the cow and calf were penned for the night, to the other abodes of
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our animals, and small groups gathered on the veranda where mum
began to play her accordion.
Soon young and old alike were swinging to mum’s music and
time passed quickly. When she paused for a moment to go into the
kitchen, she was confronted by a frightful scene indeed: there was
the dog in front of the open fridge, eagerly lapping up the whipped
cream meant for the cakes; in their haste no one had noticed that
the fridge had not been closed properly. Well, it wasn’t the end of
the world; we could live without cream on our cakes; at least he
hadn’t touched the meat. The dog’s return to her kennel was
quickly expedited; she was chained up for the rest of the evening.
Nothing out of the ordinary was noticed by any of the guests.
The evening progressed and it was time to start the barbecue.
But the light breeze had suddenly brought rain clouds from
nowhere, and it was hard for dad to start a fire in the open when
hampered by rain. A large garden umbrella was hastily held up to
guard against this unforseen shower, but even when the rain had
stopped once more, dad couldn’t get the fire going.
Guests with empty plate in hand were starting to congregate
around dad. Advice came from all directions, the guests were
getting hungry and dad was getting flustered. With a combined
effort of lungpower by several of the bystanders the fire was finally
lit. Soon delicious aromas rose into the night air as the meat began
to cook.
Thankfully, when the cloudburst came we all had eaten. The
rain came pelting down in buckets and everyone fled onto the
veranda. There, the laughing, singing and dancing continued till way
past midnight when our guests finally departed. It had been a
wonderful party, with music and dancing, good food and good
company, and we’d gone to bed tired, but happy.
Sometime during the night we were woken by loud shouting
coming from the granny flat we had built for grandmother. Fearing
the worst, mum and dad, plus the rest of the family, all in night
attire, jumped out of bed and ran to grandmother’s aid.
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There was grandmother, fiercely waving a broom at the cow,
who, quite unconcerned about the commotion she was causing,
remained with her head deep in the wheat box on grandmother’s
porch, happily munching away. Someone had not secured the gate
to the paddock the night before, and the lure of the wheat had
been too tempting. Despite ourselves, we burst out laughing, the
sight of grandma in her dilemma was too comical, but then dad
grabbed the absconding beast by the halter and brought her back
into her yard. What a party it had been, and what a sequel; and
neither was soon forgotten.
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LYN LEERSON
Born in Queensland 1940, Lyn has lived mostly in Western Sydney.
Her interests are politics, mainly social justice issues, and writing for
pleasure.
The Solution
His face is grim. David had been sure that this time Leonie would go
with him. It’s the smile that gets him – he thinks maybe we are
finally on the same wave link – perhaps we can find a way to bring
some harmony back into family life; the smile appears and he
knows he has lost again.
‘You are always on about the problem. The only problem we
have is that you think we have a problem,’ Leonie attacked the two
large potatoes with passion and added them to the vegetable pot.
‘If you and Mum are going to argue again I’m off to the
bedroom.’ Sage picked up her homework and left the room, closely
followed by young Stephanie waving her iPad and shaking her head
as if to say “me too”. David’s shoulders slumped.
Mary Gibson welcomed him into her cosy office. ‘Good
evening David – Leonie not able to attend again?’
‘Sorry, she’s developed a bad cold,’ he proffered the poor
excuse and sat on one of the two chairs facing a large coffee table.
He wondered if the size was a means to separate client and
counsellor.
‘Perhaps we can discuss some verbal strategies to help you
avoid misunderstandings in the home.’ A whiteboard appeared and
David was back at school – listening, nodding, questioning, and
making notes. The session ended almost happily. The counsellor
entered a third session into the diary and David prepared for his
next session at home.
‘It was productive,’ David responded to the unspoken question
forming on Leonie face. He moved quickly into the bathroom then
on to the bedroom. He closed his eyes and reviewed the strategies
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– maybe this will work. He would respond to positive messages,
ignore snide remarks. He would encourage the girls to be kind to
each other and if it killed him he would keep a happy smile on his
own face. He thumped the pillow – the battle for harmony was on.
‘What are we doing for Mother’s Day this year Dad?’
‘I thought we might get a couple of videos of Midsomer
Murders. Mum likes that series. Do you think she might like to have
lunch at the club?’
‘Not the club Dad – it’s boring! What about the Thai restaurant
– she likes that place.’
‘How about I get the videos and book the restaurant and you
and Steph make a card that’s a really nice invitation?’
The videos worked – the restaurant didn’t. I’m still smiling
David thought but only because it had starting to irritate the hell
out of Leonie who had watched all but the last of this series and
indicated she was looking forward to the final episode.
‘Leonie there was something else for Mother’s Day. I got you
some of the lavender bath salts you like. Would you like me to run
you a bath?’
‘Yes I would.’ She was looking for that smile. It wasn’t there.
‘I’ll set it up and then I’m going to bed. Soak as long as you
like.’
David settled into bed. The last of this series of Midsomer
Murders was about a man jilted by his fiancée. The villain looked at
the women in the village who were not living virtuous lives and
determined to punish them by death in ways suggested to him by
their individual transgressions.
David had found his solution. As he drifted off to sleep he
began to plan the murder of his wife. So satisfying – he floated on a
different plane. He planned the deed – set the scene, added the
characters, developed a red herring or two, and then killed the
woman he loved.
Best night’s sleep he’d experienced in months.
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The next night Leonie and David watch the final episode of the
first series. He had to get the second series tomorrow. No time to
waste. This strategy could work.
Friday night he would do it all again. Fill the bath; add the bath
salts and fill a glass of champagne.
How would he do the deed this time? He thought about poison
or drowning in the bath, but he didn’t want to hurt her – not even
in a dream.
Never mind he had three nights to plan and he needed to buy
a second bottle of bath salts – and perhaps a glamorous red
negligee.
A murder victim should look alluring – shouldn’t she?
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DORIAN STOILESCU
Writes poetry and short stories in English and Romanian. Working
on translating literature between Romanian and English languages.
First volume of poetry is in the final editing stage.
phobia of the other
I'm a broker at the credit bureau wearing a moon at each
boutonniere,
a vacuum cleaner in my arms absorbing my heart, bowels and
conscience at night,
holding them in a jade pot in the elitist, well-guarded, sacred
temple,
seropositive, serodivine, practicing all means and tricks
to be cold with one another.
for my secret world and my beloved I am always accustomed
to be the owner of missed intentions and monotonous hugs.
I eat all the good and clean insides, I fried them
and I then fill them in toners for stars’ printers.
now I'm an overripe cherry, flowing down rivers of worms
for the fallen factory centuries ago with fence on the cemetery.
I had just been saved in the extreme by the noise of the books
with barriers of spears and lung shields of adolescents
when amniotic paranoia broke out of the secret world of shadows.
the rocky shores with mythology disappeared swiftly,
the surrounding air has become more fragile and ill
and conchita wurst told me in threatening singing
that the portion of love, forgiveness and mercy has ended
for this earth.
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the house of words
I am in this strange house of words, I asked how it was done.
the angel answered me:
- your foundation is your desires, your intentions, your will
the walls are what others did to you, what happened to you
and you did not understand, your instincts that you blindly followed
the roof of a house is made of your hopes and dreams
the windows are what you have understood and believe in life
and the doors are your deeds
furniture and paintings are your values and meanings
the toilet is what you did wrong knowingly, your stubbornness
things that you will have to do again
the electricity in the house is your ambition
and the water taps are your optimism and hope
Internet connection, TV and radio are rumours
which you see, hear, tell and believe
it's simple, he concludes
- I want to buy a house from you, I told him, how much does it cost
me?
- You will not buy or sell houses, he answered disenchanted
make one and move into it as fast as you can
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PETER LEWIS
Writes in the style of perhaps magical realism with hints of
darkness, both prose and poetry.
The Clock or Life’s Sleeping Partner
Hush!
And hear the jangled keys of my silence.
Shut your eyes!
And see the muted colours of my blindness.
Close your ears!
And listen!
Can you hear the quiet ticking
Of time’s passing clock,
Beating out
Its ever decreasing circle
To a song that must surely end?
But when?
Death is indeed
Life's sleeping partner
Each of us will never hear.
Why waste our time
In idle walk
When every each one of us
Knows of some child brokst?
Brokst of angst
And long badgering.
The old bent child,
Bent and butchered
By life's cutting wind.
The clock will stop
For all of us.
Why waste, and listen for it?
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The Twirling Bird of Home
It was the other night
When I heard the sweet twirling
Voice of an island bird
When I thought of my roots
In that whaleback landscape
Lapped by the sea of Ireland
And the Bristol Channel.
Yet it wasn't the place
In my mind's eye
Of my spirit home,
The place of peace.
Just think for a moment
Of a wave-lapped shore
With pebbles strewn
Asunder by timeless tides
And sands by winds.
The meandering edge
To an island home,
Overlain by the sweetest voice
Of a twirling songstress
Of the scent of the sea
And the touch of the wind.
All at one
With my mind's eye
The most brittle of sights,
The most fragile of things,
The brightest of lights,
The blindest and dark,
Without you.
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MIHAELA CRISTESCU
With poetry published in Romania and Australia, Mihaela is
balancing the rhythm and style between Bucharest and Sydney.
All three poems below first published in Confluente Literare, May 2018.

Marks
Think
before nightly waters
are brought
in buckets
of waves,
between
branches and fingers,
doors and circles,
hands
opening gates
in coherent air.
Picture
against pavements
and market days
torching joy
into the forewords.
Letters.
Humans learning letters
from woods
and gleam.
Letters,
numbers,
marks.
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For Decades
For decades
the whispering step
on timber,
two drinks,
this orange afternoon logs
on a straw.
Chameleonic deep
of resistance
beautifully done
inside.
Liquid
Huge canister.
Liquid helium
pleasantly drumming
the rhythm of lungs:
One,
one, two, three
follow the restless eyes
twenty-four, twenty-five,
how many moons they ask.
Liquid helium
on the wound
pouring
lazy noise,
the rhythm of lungs,
letters on rug,
words among draperies.
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GAVIN HAWKE
Casual poet and writer of seriously speculative fiction.
Cosmos Diabolical
Here in this cosmos
Standing on this spot.
Spinning on an axis
Since the year dot.
Wondering from day to day
How my life came to be.
For a moment of loving tenderness
Has placed me on the family tree.
A universe massive beyond belief
Causes my mind to boggle.
I can see it through my telescope
My humble set of space goggles.
Everything is moving away from everything else
Speeds fantastic to our everyday senses.
No matter where we look in any direction
The enormity of it brings down our defences.
Here on Earth things aren't that different
No matter how humanity yearns for unity.
Everyone is moving away from everyone else.
All creeds out for their own security.
Everywhere else looks so inhospitable.
Not fit for a kingdom such as ours.
Whoever made this universe sure has a sense of humour
For I've been rolling on the floor for hours.
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There we were conquering the planet.
Only to find that it's round and not flat.
It doesn't go on forever in all directions
Only a diabolical mind could have imagined that.
Then Copernicus and Galileo came on the scene
To make things even worse.
For much to the chagrin of the priests
We are not even the centre of the universe.
Here we are marooned on this planet.
My space goggles reveal our tragic plight.
Everywhere I look there are islands in the cosmos
But we can't reach them try as we might.
The mind behind all of this testing universe
Must take pleasure in our constant frustration.
For until we work out how to get off this island
It will always be nation against nation.
This is surely the most bizarre of universes.
If more than one is possible.
For it is the workings of a mad mind
And thus is a case of 'Cosmos Diabolical'.

The Roller Coaster

The endless roller coaster
I travel on every day.
Up and down in my head
My mood in constant sway.
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My stomach churns
Although sitting on a chair.
One moment up,
The next in despair.
Physically stationary
My travels internal,
But the restlessness felt
Is a sensation infernal.
I ask the doctor in his office,
‘Will this roller coaster ride stop?’
But he looks with grave expression
And hands me a bottle of pills to pop.

CARRIAGEWORKS C.A. Broadribb
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BELINDA CURBY
Writes stories poems cartoons. She also illustrates her anthologies:
A Peculiar Echo and Insanely Beautiful.

HAIKU
leaves dance in the wind
scratching at the pavement
autumn’s rainbow

memories of winter
wrapping in warm pyjamas
thawed by the sun

magnolia’s dance
in pale purple garments
waltzing in the breeze

∞
“… we celebrate and exhibit the distinctive character of
local writing in its diversity. As an active community of
writers we are committed to encouraging and supporting
each other’s writing progress …”
NWG Inc’s Charter
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Jacqui Stack with Felicity Castagna who
taught: Kiss—Keep it simple stupid!
Ron Lyons taught us how to cartoon.

Welcome Siham Chamoun & Adam
Marsden— back to work at NWG
Luke Carman ZW18 Writing Judge

Western Sydney Writers
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